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Congratulations on your proposal being approved by Instruct!
Below you will find a short description of what happens next, if you
have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us at
admin@structuralbiology.eu. Please quote the Proposal ID on all
correspondence.

1. Organising your visit(s)
Identify the platform(s) where you want to conduct your research
and request access.
The Instruct Centre’s web site will provide information about how to
use the Platform, travel information, FAQ, etc. but more importantly
tell you who to contact at the platform for advice. If the platform does
not contact you within a week of requesting the visit please send a
message to the Instruct Office at admin@structuralbiology.eu.
Please quote the Proposal ID on all correspondence.
2. Cost of Access covered by Instruct to users
The complete model for Access funding includes the following
components:
a. The cost of the infrastructure, its maintenance, instrument
running costs and support staff will be funded through each
Centre’s institutional funding (the “Facility Cost”).
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b. Consumables for Access work will be reimbursed where no
other support is available (the first type of “Support Cost”)
c. Travel and accommodation for Access visits will be
reimbursed where no other support is available (the second
type of “Support Cost”)
The definition and cost of a standard Unit of Access is available for
each platform on the Instruct Hub. Multiples (and fractions) of units
may be scheduled and can be charged accordingly. In all cases, the
amount of Support funding available from Instruct will be agreed
before work commences.
Who is this agreed with and how is it done?
A cap on Support Costs: Instruct-derived funding for Access to
each platform is capped at €1100. This can be split between the
following costs:
a. Consumable costs up to a maximum of €800 per access
standard unit package (which will comprise a specified
number of Units of Access to achieve an agreed
experimental outcome).
b. Where an Access visit is scheduled, travel costs up to €300
within mainland Europe and €500 for Israel. Eligible
accommodation costs are capped at €60pppn. No
subsistence costs will be reimbursed.
Instruct will accept some flexibility in the costs claimed per access
(for example, where travel costs can be covered by other means or
no travel is required, the total amount of Instruct funds may be
claimed against consumable costs, with justification). This needs to
be agreed with the Instruct Office.
Extended Access: If, when undertaking Access work, it is apparent
that more Access is required to achieve a satisfactory outcome,
agreement must first be obtained from the Instruct Moderator to fund
the extra work through Instruct, and then approval from the platform
to supply the extra units. If pre-approval is not obtained and the User
continues, they do so at risk of incurring charges that will not be
eligible for Instruct reimbursement.
3. Reimbursement of Support costs:
Each Centre will invoice Instruct directly for consumable costs.
Users should book and pay for their own travel and accommodation.
Costs will be reimbursed by providing Instruct Academic Services
Ltd with the completed reimbursement form and original receipts up
to the maximum value. Claims will need to be accompanied by
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correspondence from the Host Centre confirming dates of the visit.
Any remaining costs should be paid by the User.
Applications for reimbursement must be received within 6 months of
the reporting date.Send all forms and reimbursement queries to
lorraine@strubi.ox.ac.uk. Please quote the Proposal ID on all
correspondence.
4. Reporting
The Scientist is expected to submit an online report to Instruct on
their visit within 4 weeks of the end of the visit. The report should be
sent to the following people:
In addition, 12 months after the point at which the Proposal received
the ‘Instruct approved’ stamp, the Scientist should be asked to
submit a ‘Status Report’. The Status Report will state: “Please
provide a half page progress report detailing Instruct funded activity
and outcome over the last 12 months of your research.” 500 words
max (system equivalent 3000 characters).
In

addition

they

should

answer

the

following

questions:

How have Instruct resources aided the progression of your project?
200 words max (system equivalent 1200 characters)
How did you find the application process? 200 words max (system
equivalent 1200 characters)
How did you find the reporting process? 200 words max (system
equivalent 1200 characters)
Do you have ideas for improvement? 200 words max (system
equivalent 1200 characters)
Publications acknowledging Instruct are to be added to the
Scientist’s profile by the Scientist
5. Acknowledgments
In published material, please acknowledge the use of Instruct
infrastructure, expertise or resource contributions using whichever
of the following texts is most appropriate:
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"This work was supported by Instruct, part of the European Strategy
Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) and through national
member agreements".
For slide presentations, a selection of template slides is available
here. The Instruct logo should at least appear in the footer of slides
presenting data obtained with support from Instruct.
6. FAQ
Here are some frequently asked questions about the access
process, if you have further questions please check the web site.
Can we apply for access to infrastructure in any Instruct
country/Centre?
Yes, any user from a subscribing country can apply to any of the
platforms described in the platform catalogue.
Is there a time limit to start the project after approval, and are
there limits on the duration of the project?
There is no time limit to start or finish the project, however we will
try to help the user access the platforms required as promptly as
possible. If the project has not started within 12 months of approval,
you should send an update to ensure that the original scientific goals
are still relevant.
Do I have to agree to publish my results gathered through
Instruct access?
The proposers must agree to publication of data (a publication delay
can be negotiated to allow IP and patent processes). The publication
must include this acknowledgement "This work was funded by
Instruct, part of the European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures (ESFRI) and supported by national member
subscriptions."
What is the Instruct IP policy for data collected?
Instruct IP policy includes the principle that data arising from
research should be made available on an open-access basis in
order to advance research in the field of integrative structural
biology, subject always to the rights of any human data subjects and
subject to a right for the party generating such data to withhold
publication for a period of up to 4 months in order for that party to
seek patent or other intellectual property protection for the results.
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Do I have to include Instruct authors on my papers?
It is not required to include Instruct authors. However, the access
mode will often be ‘collaborative’ rather than ‘service’ and may be
extended over time in which case joint publications may arise. Coauthorship should be agreed with all parties involved before
commencement of the work.
How do I report results after a visit?
By answering the feedback form when prompted by the system
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